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Week 50 Lesson: 

Leave Your Doubts Behind Through Realization 
 

On this path effort never goes to waste, and there is no failure. 

Even a little effort toward spiritual awareness will protect you from great fear. –Bhagavad Gita
1
 

 

Being introduced to dharma is being introduced to the magnificence of our life. Just imagine: we 

are divine Life in expression, participants in Its evolutionary awakening plan for all humanity—Its 

divine intention for a peaceful, harmonious world for all to share. When we contemplate this idea 

of being part of the Life’s divine plan and purpose, the question arises: “Yes, but what are we 

supposed to do, exactly?” What does it mean for us to contribute in this way? Is there some 

mission we are supposed to be on? What if we haven’t yet heard the call, received the orders or 

instructions?  Is it possible that the life we are currently living, is it? 

Once we see it, it’s simple. We’re here to contribute our awakened consciousness as peace, as 

wisdom, love, and compassion. How we do that is by waking up spiritually and living in harmony 

with our essential Self. It’s not about what we are going to do. It’s what we are becoming right 

now—the transformation of our heart, mind, body, and life. We can do that where we are now. In 

fact, that is the only time and place we can do it. Whatever else we are to do, will naturally come 

forth from that. When we keep trying to figure out “what we should do,” we are putting the 

proverbial cart before the horse. When we focus first on waking up, realizing the truth of our 

being, and letting the heart open, what we do—what is ours to contribute—can unfold from 

there. We are then capable of doing what we do in a balanced way, consciously connected to our 

essential Self. We have the awakened discernment to determine whether what we are inspired to 

do is dharmic—whether it contributes to life, is uplifting, and nurtures the well-being of others.  

 

																																																													
1	Bhagavad Gita 2.40, translated by Eknath Easwaran, (Nilgiri Press: Tomales: 2007) p. 93 
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Finding the Divine Balance  

If you have ever practiced the balancing tree pose in hatha yoga, you know there are times when 

it seems almost magically easy, and other times, no matter how hard you try to keep one foot up 

off the ground in the pose, it keeps falling and nearly taking the rest of your body with it. Calming 

the breath, steadying the mind, grounding our energy in our standing foot, and softening our 

focus, can bring the balance we are looking for. Balance is experienced as a flow state—prana 

flows evenly; breath is calm and smooth; mind is open—focused but relaxed. We don’t wobble or 

threaten to fall over. The balance we were seeking began from the center of our consciousness—

intention, mind, breath, prana, body. Living the dharmic life is like that. We start with awake 

awareness—calm recognition of the essential Self—then we move into action. This is why 

meditation is stressed as the principal discipline; it helps to illumine the mind. It’s the essential 

starting place before moving into action.  

Dharmic life is a life of balance between meditation and action —being and doing. First, we 

become aware of the distinction between attention resting in the heart—when we are 

consciously abiding in being—and when attention is externalized, focused on outer objective, or 

inner subjective phenomena. Once we become of aware of that distinction and know how to 

direct our attention either more deeply within to abide in conscious being, or externalize it as we 

focus completely on action, we can see how our awareness can naturally move between those 

two modes. The third option is the merging of those two modes. That is our ultimate goal.  

To be fully awake as we engage in the world, with useful actions spontaneously arising from the 

soul is the fulfillment of the dharmic life. Imagine being free of the tumult of doubt—should I or 

shouldn’t I? Or worse: I know I should, but I don’t want to. Or worse still: I know I shouldn’t but 

think I will. The goal of the dharmic life is spontaneous right (dharmic) action arising from the 

divine Self, guiding the purified intellect, mind, ego, and body. Spontaneous, free, delightfully and 

authentically contributing our peace, wisdom, and compassion to life. A better way to describe it 

is that peace, wisdom, and compassion flow through us to those around us. The divine Self in us 

meets the divine Self in all. This is the vision of dharmic living—the harmoniously spontaneous 

authentic life fueled by spiritual awakening and awareness.  
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The Great Gift of Self-Trust  

Our journey of spiritual awakening is one of developing Self-trust as we move toward the 

fulfillment of a dharmic life. Initial experiences of samadhi, or superconsciousness accessed in 

meditation, break through the stronghold of ego-identity and we realize we are spiritual beings. 

We learn to identify as the conscious observer of the body and mind, as the Seer, the Witness. 

Our doubts about the truth of our being are removed. We trust our experience, and we trust our 

essential Self. This is the great gift that removes fear, grounded in the greatest fear of all, the 

fear of death. We now trust that we are immortal spiritual beings. We know we are not the body 

or the mind. We are Spirit.  

The next step in developing Self-trust and leaving our doubts behind is strengthening that initial 

insight through repeated experiences of samadhi. For this, a dedicated practice of meditation is 

necessary along with receptivity to divine grace. The samadhi of Self-realization occurs when our 

awareness expands into the vastness of the unlimited Self, beyond the constraints of thought.  It 

naturally unfolds when conditions are right. We can’t sail our ship of will into the harbor of 

samadhi. That divine destination opens by itself. Our part is faith in God, the teachings, our 

teacher and our Self; commitment to regular practice; and receptivity to grace.  

Arjuna’s battle with self-doubt that stops him from moving forward, living his dharmic life, and 

finding true fulfillment is resolved through meditative contemplation. The Bhagavad Gita 

concludes with Arjuna’s declaration of victory: My doubts are removed! His victory is 

simultaneously his dedication to living the surrendered life: Only Your word will move me now.
2
 I 

will now faithfully follow the inner light of divine guidance. I am ready to live the dharmic life. 

This is the question for us: Are we ready? 

 

																																																													
2 Adapted from The Bhagavad Gita, translation by Brian Hodgkinson, (John Scottus School: Dublin, 2000) p.85 
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Lesson Journal: 

Do I see, or experience, my life as “divine Life in expression?” If yes, why? What is it like? If no, why 

not? 

 

 

Do I sense there is something I should be doing to live the divine life? 

 

 

Can I consider that right where I am, my dharmic life begins? 

 

 

What does the focus on waking up entail for me?  

 

 

Do I experience self-doubt? How does it manifest? 

 

 

Am I able to trust my Self? Trust that I am an immortal spiritual being? Trust my spontaneous 

right action? 

 


